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Abstract. This study discusses the model of the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)
for delivery perishable food products by considering multi objective function and
some of the constraints that have to be considered. This research analyzes and
develops mathematical models for Multi Depot Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem
with Time Windows (MDCVRPTW) by minimizing total costs consisting of fixed
cost of vehicles rental plus vehicle fuel costs plus drivers fee. However, customer
satisfaction is maximized by keeping the freshness of the food. Assuming customer
demand is known, the number of vehicles and the capacity of each vehicle is the
same. To fulfill customer demand, there are some constraints faced by food delivery
service related to optimal route design, namely timeliness. In optimizing the route,
a number of vehicles placed on each depot are used to serve the number of customers.
1 INTRODUCTION
Currently, the fast food product business is growing rapidly. Customers have
a time limit can be met. If the courier arrives too early, then the driver must
wait until the customer can be found. Every vehicle that used for delivery
food products has a capacity limit. The issue above is a challenge to be able
to determine the optimal vehicle route. In 1959, Dantzig and Ramser first
introduced the Vehicle Routing Problem to determine the optimal route of
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gasoline truck vehicles between terminals and a large number of stations
where the number of demands for each station must be met by a one time
delivery [6].
Vehicle Routing Problem Time OptimizationWindows (VRPTW) with
multi objective for perishable products that maximizes customer satisfac-
tion and minimizes delivery cost has been studied [14]. New objective model
VRPTW maximizes the freshness of delivered products and minimizes dis-
tribution costs where there is one depot, one type of vehicle using MOEA
(Multi Objective Evolutionary Algorithm) [1]. The freshness of food prod-
ucts is influenced by environmental temperature and duration of delivery
time [7]. The number and types of food products, capacity and number of
vehicles predetermined to confirm the performance and availability of re-
frigerated vehicles for the delivery of perishable food products compared to
ordinary vehicles from one depot by maximizing customer satisfaction [11].
There are three policies, namely Fresh First to gain profit, Old First to
avoid loss and Optimized Priority [4]. Model of supply route problems for
perishable food products taking into consideration product deterioration,
fuel consumption and demand uncertainty by minimizing costs consisting of
inventory costs, waste costs, fuel costs and courier costs [12]. Until now, the
research of vehicle routing problem to delivery perishable food products for
multi depot has not been studied. Therefore, in this paper will be discussed
model of Multi Depot Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem Time Windows
(MDCVRPTW) for delivery perishable food products.
2 VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM
The problem of optimum route from research conducted by Dantzig
and Ramser, if described in graph or digraph, then the Vertex Set represents
the terminal and a large number of stations [6]. Terminal is a depot denoted
by d and a large number of stations denoted by i, j, .... Customers have
demand, arc describes the path being traversed, a number of delivery trucks
with capacity qi delivery a number of product and cost denoted by Cij , and
travel time is denoted by tij . Route costs require knowledge of travel costs
and travel time. For each vertex pair i and j in the complete graph, path
(i, j) represents the shortest path cost Cij of vertex i to j. The travel time of
path (i, j) of the complete graph is calculated as the number of travel times
for the shortest path from vertek i to j. Elements of the model vehicle
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routing problem consists of the depots, paths, vehicles, drivers, customers,
uncertainties and others.
Vehicle Routing Problem aims to determine the number of vehicle
routes where it starts and ends at a depot with a minimum total cost.
Each customer’s vertex is visited by one vehicle at exactly one time. Vehicle
Routing Problem design an optimal route. Customer demand can be divided
into static and dynamic problems. In the static problem, customer demand
has been previously known. While on dynamic problem, customer demand
is known when the vehicle route has been designed or can change on the
way. Vehicle Routing Problem is divided into several types: Capacitated
Vehicle Routing Problem, Vehicle Routing Problem Split Delivery, Vehi-
cle Routing Problem with Time Windows, Vehicle Routing Problem with
Multi Depot, Vehicle Routing Problem with Heterogeneous Fleet, Vehicle
Routing Problem Pick-up and Delivery, Vehicle Routing Problem Periodic,
Vehicle Routing Problem with Multi Product and Vehicle Routing Problem
Backhauls [13].
3 CAPACITATED VEHICLE ROUTING
PROBLEM
Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem is one type of Vehicle Routing
Problem where each vehicle with the same capacity which serves a product
demanded by a number of customers from the depot and eventually returned
to the depot with the objective to obtain optimal route with total minimum
cost. Each customer is served only once on each route and each vehicle with
a certain capacity. Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem can be represented
as a weighted digraph G = (N,A) where the vertek N = {d, i, j, ...} rep-
resent the set of depots and all customers and A = {(i, j)|i, j ∈ N, i 6= j}
represents the set of paths which the vehicle passes. d represents the depot
and other vertices represents all customers. Vehicles must complete delivery
with minimum total cost, where cost Cij is the distance from customer i to
j. Each path contains the cost of the route or time between two vertices
where Cij = Cji,∀(i, j) ∈ A, known as the Symmetrical Capacitated Vehicle
Routing Problem , and Cii = 0. In some cases, the cost matrix satisfies the
triangular inequality: Cil + Clj ≥ cij ,∀i, j, l ∈ N [13]. Every customer i for
every i ∈ V has a demand qi. Solutions for Capacitated Vehicle Routing
Problem must be the set of n customers and capacity of each route formed
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is not greater than the capacity of the vehicle.
4 VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM TIME
WINDOWS
Vehicle routing problem with Time Windows is a continuation of ca-
pacitated Vehicle routing problem which are given the capacity constraints
and every customer i associated with interval [ai, bi] called Time Windows.
ai is the earliest time that customers are allowed to serve and bi is the last
time that customers are allowed to be served. The service time of each cus-
tomer should start in Time Windows related. Every customer is served by
the driver and the vehicle must stop at the customer’s location during the
instant time si. In addition, if the vehicle arrives at the customer’s location
earlier (ei), drivers are allowed to wait until customers start time served
(ai). The time required for waiting customers i is wi = ai − ei.
Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows was first researched by
Pullen and Webb (1967)[10]. The only difference between the Vehicle Rout-
ing Problem Time Windows and Vehicle Routing Problem is the time Win-
dows takes on customers. Every customer can only be visited in Time
Windows. Vehicle Routing Problem Time Windows is usually modeled as
an asymmetric problem. the Vehicle Routing Problem Time Windows is
one of the types of the Vehicle Routing Problem that have periods of time
that customers can be served. Each route must start and end at the same
depot. Each customer is just one route. The total customer demand in one
route should not be greater than the vehicle load and the duration should
not be greater than the time limit.
Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows can be defined in Di-
graph G = (N,A) where N = {d, i, j, ...} is the set of vertices which rep-
resents the set of customer V and depot represented by vertex d. The set
of vehicles K. Each vehicle has a capacity cmaks and every customer has a
demand qi. Every customer has time windows [ai, bi]. A vehicle must arrive
at the customer before bi. Vehicles may arrive before ai but not acceptable
to the customer. The depot also has time windows [ad, bd] = [E,L], where
E represents the earliest departure of the depot and L represents the last
arrival at each depot also called the scheduling horizon. The solution model
includes 2 decision variables x and s. For each arc (i, j), where i 6= j and
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each vehicle k is defined as xkij , the cost Cij and service time si in customer
i. Since it is assumed ad = 0, then skd = 0,∀k.
Vehicle routing problem Time Windows for production and distribu-
tion problem has been researched before with objective to minimize costs
[2]. Vehicle routing problem Time Windows for perishable food products
is a Non Polinomial Hard problem. This problem has been discussed be-
fore with multi objectives that minimize the total cost consist of fixed cost,
transportation cost, penalty fee, damage cost, and maximization the fresh-
ness [15]. In addition, vehicle routing problem time windows for perishable
food products has been discussed before with the aim of knowing the lo-
cation of facilities and the most efficient vehicle routes by minimizing total
variables, fixed costs and measuring the total environmental impact of pro-
ducers, distributors and retailers [8].
Notations:
• D : set of depot;
• V : set of customers;
• N : set of depot and customers (D ∪ V );
• K : set of vehicles;
• d : index depot;
• i, j : customer index;
• k : vehicle index;
• xkij = Vehicle k that serves customer i to j directly;
• xkdj = Vehicle k comes from depot d to customer j;
• xki,d = Vehicle k back to depot d from customer i;
• ai = Start Time Windows of customer i;
• bi = End Time Windows of customer i;
• ski = Duration of vehicle unloading service in customer i;
• tij = Travel duration from customer i to j;
• qi = Customer i demand;
• Cij = Cost of vehicle k serve customer i to j.
Objective Function:
Cordeau et al describes the objective function of the mathematical model
for Vehicle Routing Problems with Time Windows is to minimize total cost
[5]:
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Minimize ∑
k∈K
∑
(i,j)∈A
Cijx
k
ij
with:
xkij =
{
1, if the vehicle k through vertek i to j;
0, otherwise.
Constraints:
With time and capacity constraints as follows:
1. Each customer is visited only once by one vehicle on one path :∑
k∈K
∑
j∈N
xkij = 1, i ∈ N
2. Flow paths to be followed by vehicle k :∑
j∈N
xkdj = 1, k ∈ K
∑
i∈N
xkij −
∑
i∈N
xkji = 0, k ∈ K, j ∈ N∑
i∈N
xki,d = 1, k ∈ K
3. Ensure the feasibility of the schedule in accordance with the consider-
ation of time :
xkij(w
k
i + si + tij − wkj ) ≤ 0, k ∈ K, (i, j) ∈ A
ai
∑
j∈N
xkij ≤ wki ≤ bi
∑
j∈N
xkij , k ∈ K, i ∈ N
Ek ≤ wki ≤ Lk, k ∈ K, i ∈ {0, n+ 1}
4. Ensure the feasibility of the schedule in accordance with capacity con-
siderations : ∑
i∈N
di
∑
j∈N
xkij ≤ C, k ∈ K
xkij ≥ 0, k ∈ K, (i, j) ∈ A
5. Binary variable:
xkij ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ K, (i, j) ∈ A
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5 VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM MULTI
DEPOT
Multi Depot Vehicle Routing Problem is one type of Vehicle Routing
Problem that has more than one depot that serving customer demand. Multi
Depot Vehicle Routing Problem is aimed to establish the route of delivery
at each depot so obtained a route with a minimum distance. It should be
noted that each customer is served by one vehicle once. In addition, each
route starts and ends at the same depot. The total number of customer
demands in one route is not greater than the vehicle’s capacity. Routes
formed between the customer and the depot are obtained based on the
minimum distance from the depot to the customer and back to the depot,
without violating the existing constraints.
Notations:
• D : set of depot;
• V : set of customers;
• N : set of depot and customers (D ∪ V );
• K : set of vehicles;
• d : index depot;
• i, j : customer index;
• k : vehicle index;
• Smaks: maximum capacity of depot d;
• qi : customer demand i;
• Cmaks: vehicle capacity k.
Objective function :
Establish route of distribution at each depot so the total minimum travel
distance is obtained [9].
Minimize ∑
i∈N
∑
d∈D
∑
k∈K
CijX
k
id
with:
Xkid =
{
1, if vehicle k is ran from vertek i to depot d;
0, otherwise.
Zid =
{
1, if customer i is allocated for depot d;
0, otherwise.
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Constraints :
1. Each customer is only visited once by one vehicle∑
k∈K
∑
i∈N
Xkid = 1, i ∈ I
2. The total demand of each customer in one route should not exceed the
capacity of the vehicle and each vehicle has the same capacity.∑
i∈V
qi
∑
d∈D
Xkid ≤ Cmaks, k ∈ K
3. Every vehicle must leave the customer that has been visited∑
i∈N
Xkid −
∑
i∈N
Xkdi = 0, i ∈ N, k ∈ K
4. Each vehicle serves at most once∑
d∈D
∑
i∈V
Xkid ≤ 1, k ∈ K
5. Depot capacity limit given∑
i∈V
qiZid ≤ Smaks, d ∈ D
6. A customer may be placed at a depot only if there is a route from the
depot through that customer
−Zid +
∑
j∈N
(Xkjd +X
k
id) ≤ 1, d ∈ D, i, j ∈ V, k ∈ K
7. Value Constraints
Xkid ∈ {0, 1}, d ∈ D, i ∈ V, k ∈ K;
Zid ∈ {0, 1}, d ∈ D, i ∈ V
.
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6 THE RESULTS
This study discusses vehicle routing problem faced by stores that sell
perishable food. Customers can buy the food product by coming directly
to the store, but it takes more time. Customers can place orders via phone,
internet or an android application that can be installed from the playstore
application. The food products are delivered by the driver with paying at-
tention to the customer’s time windows. In this case, there are customers
who have time windows that can be served by driver. If the driver arrives
at customer i before time windows customer i, the driver must wait until
the customer can be served. Vehicle routing problem assumes that there
are several branches from the store where each store is assigned to a certain
part of a city to serve customer demand. Thus, the delivery distance and
the duration of time for each customer request is relatively short.
Assume the problem
The vehicles used are new and old. The capacity of each vehicle and
the number of vehicles in each depot is known to be the same; Maximum
time for driver preparation at the depot, location and number of orders
known; Customers can be served by any depot that is eligible. Time win-
dows customer are known. The level of customer satisfaction relates to the
level of food freshness so that the decrease in customer satisfaction level is
equal to the speed of decomposition of food products. Freshness of food at
the depot is assumed 100%. The freshness of the food decreases during the
trip and when open door. The minimum satisfaction level of each product
is known, for example the vegetable freshness level of 60%. If the freshness
of vegetables is 57%, then vegetables do not need to be delivered again.
Notations
Index:
• i, j = customer;
• p = type of food products;
• d = depot.
Set:
• D = Set Depot;
• V = Set Customer;
• N = Set of Customer and Depot, V ∪D;
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• K = Set Vehicle;
• P = Set of types of food products.
Parameter:
• z1 = Objective function equation I;
• Fk = Fixed cost of vehicle rental k (Rp);
• Bo = Price of fuel per liter (Rp/l);
• Ro = Ratio of fuel consumption per liter for distance units (m/l);
• V dkij = Velocity of the vehicle k from customer i to j which come
from depot d (m/s);
• tij = Travel time from customer i to j (s);
• Ck = Salary driver of vehicle k per hour (Rp);
• ldks = The first time the driver of the vehicle k starts working from
depot d (00:00);
• ldke = The last time the driver of the vehicle k returned back to the
depot d (00:00);
• z2 = Objective function equation II;
• csdki = The value of customer satisfaction from the depot d with
the vehicle k (%);
• twdki = The value of customer satisfaction which affected the time
windows of the depot d by using the vehicle k (1 or 0);
• M = Biggest positive number;;
• tkd = Vehicle k preparation time at depot d (00:00);
• tmaks = Maximum delivery time of vehicle (00:00);
• qi = Volume of food products ordered by customer i (m3);
• cmaks = Maximum capacity of vehicles (m3);
• Smaks = Maximum depot capacity (m3);
• u = Minimum value of customer satisfaction for food product
type p (%);
• nbi = Number of open storage doors when customers i are served;
• fp(t) = Function of customer satisfaction for food products
type p ;
• e = Maximum value of customer satisfaction function for food
product type p (%);
• rp(t) = The mean reduction of the customer satisfaction function for
food products of type p in the time t (%);
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• tdki = Time of vehicle k which come from depot d arrive at
customer i (00:00);
• ai = Start Time Windows of customer i (00:00);
• bi = End Time Windows of customer i (00:00);
• si = Time of service required by customer i (s);
• bp = Reduction of satisfaction due to open door storage of food
products type p (%);
• gp(t) = The function of customer satisfaction which affected the time
windows for food products type p.
Decision Variables:
• xkij = Binary decision variable that indicates whether the vehicle k
passes through the customer j after customer i directly;
• ydki = Binary decision variable that indicates whether customer i
are served by vehicle k from depot d;
• xidj = Binary decision variables that indicates whether customer i,
depot, and customer j are serviced sequentially;
• tki = Decision variable for vehicle k start time serve customer i;
• cki = The decision variable for the remaining capacity of vehicle k
after serve customer i.
Mathematical model
The function of customer satisfaction is a decreasing function corre-
sponding to the elapsed time from depot to customer. Customer satisfaction
function is linear to time.
fp(t) =
{
e− rp(t), t ≥ 0 dan p ∈ P ;
0, t < 0.
If the vehicle k arrives at the customer i longer than the end Time Windows
customer i (tdki > bi), then the vehicle k arrives late at customer i. If cus-
tomer i and j are served on the same route, the elapsed time from customer
i can be expressed by calculating the minimum time value [departure and
arrival time between customer i and j + departure and arrival time between
depot and customer j + service time required from customer i]. The model
is presented in the form of mathematical formulation as follows:
Min[tki − tkj + tdj + si]
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The value of customer satisfaction of food products delivered can be reduced
by the opening of the storage door.
csdki =Maksj∈V fp(t
k
i − (tkj − tdj)xdjydkj + si)− bpnbi,
i ∈ V, k ∈ K, p ∈ P, d ∈ D
The customer satisfaction function that is affected by the time windows
is a binary function, because the customer can be met only in time windows.
otherwise, the value of customer satisfaction is 0.
gp(t) =
{
e− rp(t), a ≤ t ≤ b;
0, t > b atau t < a.
So the value of customer satisfaction (twdki ) :
twdki =
{
csdki , a ≤ t ≤ b;
0, t > b atau t < a.
Objective Function
1. To minimize the cost of delivery that depend on the cost of vehicle
rental, vehicle fuel costs, and driver’s salary per hour. Vehicle fuel
costs are calculated based on velocity of the vehicle, travel time and
ratio of fuel consumption.
Minimize
z1 =
∑
i∈N
∑
j∈N
∑
k∈K
Fkx
k
ij +Bo/Ro
∑
i∈N
∑
j∈N
∑
k∈K
V dkij tijx
k
ij
+
∑
k∈K
∑
d∈D
Ck(ldke − ldks )
2. To maximize customer satisfaction which influenced customer time
windows.
Maximize
z2 =
∑
i∈V
∑
d∈D
∑
k∈K
csdki tw
dk
i y
dk
i
Constraints:
Route :
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1. The inflow of vehicles k to customer j as many as 1 from customer i
directly. ∑
i∈N
xkij ≤ 1, j ∈ V, k ∈ K;
2. The outflow of vehicle k from customer j as many as 1 to customer i
directly. ∑
i∈N
xkji ≤ 1, j ∈ V, k ∈ K;
3. To ensures balanced in and outflow of vehicle k on every customer ver-
tex or to keep the loop. If a customer is visited, it must be abandoned.∑
i∈N
xkij =
∑
i∈A
xkji, j ∈ V, k ∈ K;
4. To ensures that the inflow of vehicles k to depot d as many as 1 from
customer i directly. Each vehicle route ends at the depot.∑
i∈N
xkid ≤ 1, d ∈ D, k ∈ K;
5. To describes that the outflow of vehicle k from depot d as many as 1
to customer i directly. Each vehicle route starts at the depot.∑
i∈N
xkdi ≤ 1, d ∈ D, k ∈ K;
6. To ensures the number of vehicles departing from depot d equal to the
number of vehicles arriving at depot d. Each vehicle route starts and
ends at the depot.∑
i∈V
xkdi =
∑
i∈V
xkid, d ∈ D, k ∈ K;
7. To ensures that if customer i and j are serviced by 1 vehicle and 1
depot, then there will be a path connecting customers. It also ensures
vehicle consistency to serve customers according to the route.
K∑
k=1
ydki y
dk
j ≥ xkij , i, j ∈ V, d ∈ D.
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Depot :
1. To ensures that if there is a path from customer i to depot d and
from depot d to customer j, then there is a path from customer i to
customer j through depot d.
xidj ≤ xkidxkdj , i, j ∈ V, d ∈ D, k ∈ K;
2. To ensures each customer is served only by 1 vehicle k and 1 depot d.
K∑
k=1
ydki ≤ 1, i ∈ V, d ∈ D;
3. To ensures that if customer i has a route to a depot d, then the cus-
tomer is placed in the depot d.∑
j∈N
(xkjd + x
k
id) ≤ 1 + ydki , i ∈ V, d ∈ D, k ∈ K.
Time Windows :
1. The decision variable when a customer i is visited by vehicle k, then
the service start time can be determined. Otherwise, when a customer
i is not visited by vehicle k, then the service start time equals 0.
tki ≤Mydki , i ∈ V, d ∈ D, k ∈ K;
2. The minimum time limit the customer served.
Mini∈V [tkd + tdix
k
diy
dk
i ] ≤ tkj , j ∈ V, d ∈ D, k ∈ K;
3. To ensures the vehicle arrives at the next customer within a reasonable
time.
tki + si + tij −M(1− xkij) ≤ tkj , i, j ∈ V, k ∈ K;
4. The maximum time limit of the customer served. To ensure the return
time of the vehicle to the depot is not greater than the maximum time
limit and to maintain the availability of vehicle k.
Maksi∈V [tki + si + tidx
k
id] ≤ tmaks, j ∈ V, d ∈ D, k ∈ K.
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Capacity :
1. The decision variable when a customer i is visited by vehicle k, then the
remaining capacity can be determined. Otherwise, when a customer i
is not visited by vehicle k, then the remaining capacity equals 0.
cki ≤Mydki , i ∈ V, d ∈ D, k ∈ K;
2. To ensures that the demand of all customers in one route is not greater
than the maximum capacity of each vehicle k.∑
i∈V
∑
j∈N
qix
k
ij ≤ cmaks, k ∈ K;
3. To ensures the suitability of the vehicle’s remaining capacity after
serviced first customer i.
cmaks − qixkdi ≥ cki , i ∈ V, d ∈ D, k ∈ K;
4. To ensures the suitability of the vehicle’s remaining capacity after
serviced second and subsequent customers.
cki − qjxkij ≥ ckj , i, j ∈ V, k ∈ K;
5. To ensures the demand of all customers in all routes at one depot is
not greater than the maximum capacity of each depot d.∑
i∈V
qiy
dk
i ≤ Smaks, d ∈ D, k ∈ K.
Customer Satisfaction :
1. To determines the minimum value of customer satisfaction of a product
that is allowed.
csdki ≥ uydki , i ∈ V, d ∈ D, k ∈ K;
2. To describes the number of open the storage door when the first cus-
tomer i served by the vehicle, there is 1 time open the door.
nbi = xkdi, i ∈ V, d ∈ D, k ∈ K;
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3. To describes the number of open the storage door when the vehicle k
visit customer j from customer i directly, then there is addition of 1
more time open the door.
xkij(nbi + 1) = nbj , i, j ∈ V, k ∈ K.
Non negative :
1. Non-negative for remaining capacity at customer i.
cki ≥ 0, i ∈ V, k ∈ K;
2. Non-negative for start time of service in customer i.
tki ≥ 0, i ∈ N, k ∈ K.
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